120 Adelaide Street West
Suite 1600
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1T1
T 416-967-7474
F 416-967-1947
www.ieso.ca

VIA EMAIL
[DATE]
[Supplier Name]
[Supplier Address]
ATTN: [Company Representative]
Re: Congratulations on Achieving Commercial Operation – [LRP I Contract reference #] (the
“LRP I Contract”) between [Supplier Name] (the “Supplier”) and the Independent Electricity
System Operator (the “Buyer”)
Dear [Company Representative],
Congratulations to you and your team on achieving Commercial Operation in connection with the LRP I
Contract.
In connection with the LRP I Contract, the Buyer hereby confirms the Term commenced [Commercial
Operation Date]. Please note that, unless terminated early, the Term of the LRP I Contract will end at
24:00 hours on [day before 20th/40th anniversary].
We would also like to acknowledge that, in accordance with Section 5.1(c) of the LRP I Contract, the
amount of Pre-COD Completion and Performance Security submitted by the Supplier will be returned in
the amount of [$X]. Please confirm your agreement of this amount.
NTF: In the case of Distribution-connected projects: [LDC, Transmitter] will be acting on the Buyer’s
behalf with respect to all settlement activities. Please contact your LDC representative for any further
questions regarding settlement.
NTF: In the case of Transmission-connected projects: The Buyer will perform all settlement activities
associated with this project.
Please contact the Buyer’s Commercial Services team at
IESOCommercialServices@ieso.ca should you have any questions regarding settlement.
Please note that the foregoing information does not, in any way, amend the provisions of the LRP I
Contract which remains in full force and effect for the purposes of providing notices to the Buyer in
connection with the LRP I Contract.
All capitalized terms not defined herein have the meaning given to them in the LRP I Contract. This letter
is being delivered to the Supplier pursuant to the LRP I Contract only and shall not be deemed to be a
confirmation for any other purpose, including any confirmation from the System Operator pursuant to the
IESO Market Rules.
Please do not hesitate to contact [Contract Analyst] at [email] if you have any questions with respect to
any of the foregoing matters. I would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your team every
success in the future and am confident that we will have a long and mutually beneficial relationship.
Sincerely,

Director, Contract Management
Legal Resources & Corporate Governance

